Authentic Hawaiian Poké - Please Choose Your...

SIZE: ONO $8 / KINE $11.50 / GRINDZ $15 / POKERITO $13

BASE: WHITE SUSHI RICE / BROWN SUSHI RICE / OLIVE OIL KALE

POKE:
- KILAUEA FIRE TUNA - LAVA HOT, like the volcano. minced tuna. gf.
- OHANA SHOYU TUNA - ALOHA soy sauce base. our most traditional poké.
- CHILI PINEAPPLE TUNA - RED BOAT fish sauce base, thai chilis, pineapple. gf.
- SPICY TUNA - dressed with our house-made spicy mayo. gf.
- SWEET UNAGI SALMON - sweet soy base, norwegian salmon.
- KOREAN OCTOPUS - tender spanish octopus, gochujang base.
- GARLIC CHILI SHRIMP - sweet shrimp, thai chili & garlic dressing. gf.
- SOY GINGER TOFU - gf soy base. oven baked organic tofu. vegan. gf.

SIDE: KIMCHI CUCUMBERS (gf) / PONZU CRUNCHY GLASS NOODLES (contains fish dashi)
- GINGER EDAMAME SALAD (gf) / WAKAME SEAWEED SALAD

TOPPINGS: Avocado $1.50 / Masago (fish roe) $1
- All bowls are topped with scallions, furikake*, and wasabi peas* (*contains gluten)

Specialties
OHANA HOT CHICKEN - 3 wings $8 / 6 wings $15 - spicy, sweet, tangy, delicious fried chicken wings served with a yuzu cream (contains dairy and egg). #notjustnashville.

A la Carte
half pound poke $12 / one pound $22
- wakame salad $5 / kimchi cucumbers gf $4 / glass noodles $4 / ginger edamame gf $4

Snacks
SPAM MUSUBI $3.50 - a yummy Hawaiian delicacy. ours contains shiso, sesame, siracha or a sweet soy glaze.
- RUSTY’S ISLAND CHIPS $3.50 - perfect to eat with a half pound of poké, jus’ sayin.
- SHRIMP CHIPS $3
- MOCHI ICE CREAM $4 - comes two per order. ask about current flavors.

Drinks
BEER AND WINE (SEE OTHER SIDE)
- WATERMELON MINT AGUA FRESCA $3/$4
- CAN SODA $2 / COCONUT WATER $2.50 / CHIN CHIN GREEN TEA $2.50
- VOLCANIC WATER $2.50 / TOPO CHICO $2.50 / GINGER BEER $3
- STUMPTOWN COLD BREW STUBBIE OR MILK CARTON $5

-Consuming raw or undercooked seafood may increase your risk of foodborne illness.
--Our goal is to provide our guests with the highest quality product, source sustainably whenever possible, craft delicious food, and offer the best in service. Because, ohana means family.